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This leaflet will give you information about different positions 
during the 3 stages of labour.  These positions may help you 
relax which can help you cope with the pain.

First Stage Labour

Early 1st Stage

Most hospitals encourage you to move around in early labour.  
During the early contractions you may want to adopt one of 
the positions you learned in your classes. (see below)
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To help your backache during labour

• Change your position if possible

• Use pelvic rocking during contractions

• Ask your partner or supporter to massage your back

• Forward leaning positions are best for backache

• Try to lean forward

• Find the height that is most comfortable for you

• Try a window sill, the back of sofa, a kitchen work 
surface, etc
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Your midwife will often encourage you to move and change 
position to help the birth of your baby.

Your partner (or other supporter) can help by:

• Encouraging you to relax and breathe calmly

• Rubbing your back (massaging)

• Suggesting a change of position

• Cooling your face with a wet flannel

• Offering sips of water

• Providing emotional support and encouragement

Choose a convenient, comfortable position 

Relax - your jaw, shoulders and hands 

Tune in to your breathing let it become low, easy and relaxed. 
Keep breathing at this low, easy relaxed level for as long as it is 
comfortable and working for you.
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Late 1st Stage
Choose a comfortable position and go through your 
relaxation.  The contractions are now much stronger and more 
painful.  Think of them as ‘hills’ or ‘waves’ which you have to 
ride over on your journey towards your baby.

When contractions start, give a long sighing breath out, 
keep relaxed with natural easy breathing throughout the 
contractions. (As the contraction builds up you may find the 
pace and level of breathing alters – just keep it low key)

End each contraction with a long sighing breath out. 
Immediately check through your body mentally (with the help 
of your partner), and get rid of any tension so that you start 
the next contraction completely relaxed. 

If at the peak of your contraction you feel you are about to 
tense up, switch to the S.O.S. breathing (Sighing Out Slowly) 
you learned in class.  It helps if your partner does this with 
you.  If your labour is long and difficult, be ready to accept 
further pain relief if and when you need it, in consultation  
with your midwife.

Stronger Contractions
As your contractions become stronger the temptation 
may be to hold your breath over the peak of the contraction.  
Concentrate on S.O.S breathing -  sighing out slowly over  
the peak.

End of First Stage
This can be a difficult stage as you may feel tired and  
your contractions will be stronger and closer together. It is 
normal to feel pressure at your back passage and some people 
feel nausea.
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Sometimes you can feel the urge to push before you are fully 
dilated.  Do not push until the midwife asks you to do so.  
Blowing out gently or using gas and air may help you.  The 
midwife may also encourage you to change position to help 
you cope at this time.

Second Stage

This is the stage when your baby will be born.

Listen to your midwife and let them guide you. 
Get well supported in the position of your choice. 
Here are some suggestions:

Breathe gently in and out as the contraction starts and when 
the urge overwhelms you, tuck your chin in and bear down 
towards your bottom keeping you pelvic floor relaxed.
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Try to keep your mouth and face slack and if possible do not 
hold your breath, instead, as you push, let your breath escape 
through your lips – sometimes a groan or grunt helps!

There will be several pushes in one contraction.  As your baby’s 
head is about to emerge, work with your midwife to control 
the speed of delivery, you will do this by alternately pushing 
and doing your blow breathing as they direct you.

3rd Stage

During the third stage, the placenta has to be delivered.  Your 
midwife may ask you to help by pushing. 

Well done and congratulations.
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